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hitler's body was concealed for a time in the forest of rastenburg, but on 23 april it was moved to berlin's adlon hotel, where it lay in state for the public to pay their last respects. the
russian advance on berlin had changed the course of history, while the american and french advance that had rescued the capital from the clutches of the russians had kept it from their

own hands. the german surrender of 1945 was a disaster for many of the men who had held the city. on the eve of the german surrender, there were some eight and a half million of them.
by 25 april, seven and a half million were in russian hands. the rest were scattered about the city and the eastern suburbs of berlin. the amount of loss of life, however, was small. there
were no casualties in the capitulation of the capital. the battle of berlin continued. the fighting lasted for four months, until 2 may 1945. when the last soviet soldiers entered the city the

following evening, u.s. artillery and allied air forces were pounding the ruins of the reichstag and the nearby buildings. one by one the principal nazi leaders, from goebbels to himmler and
ribbentrop, were captured by the red army and killed. because of the victor's justice and because of the soviet desire to prevent the rise of any german leader who might be capable of
starting the war again, the civilian government was dissolved. the allies divided up and divided up germany. the soviet zone contained east berlin, which was controlled by the soviet

military administration. the allied military governors were allowed to enter east berlin, but were forbidden from interfering with the soviet administration. west berlin, which was
incorporated into the federal republic of germany (frg), was ruled by the american military administration. its administration was based at the american high command, allied control

council (actcc). this arrangement allowed the frg to remain within the allied framework, while at the same time enabling a special relationship with the soviet zone.
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on february 1, the red army broke the german defenses in east prussia and plunged into the territory of the baltics. a few days later, at the beginning of a new phase of the war, soviet
planes dropped more than 5,000 tons of explosives on berlin, destroying or damaging virtually all of the citys most important buildings. the rubble made it impossible to estimate the

damage, but hitler had become increasingly paranoid in recent weeks as he felt the allies were about to attack him and his regime. the fuhrer ordered the wehrmacht to bury the citys war
dead, and it began a massive effort to clear the rubble and repair the damage that included the removal of the famous brandenburg gate. the operation began on february 26, after the
arrival of some of the german forces stationed near the city. working around the clock, allied soldiers and civilians hauled away tons of broken masonry and other debris from the city. in
less than two months, the city was cleared of more than 100,000 people,2 and the rubble piled high in huge mounds that can still be seen today. in the east, soviet and polish troops who
had been fighting in berlin went on to take the rest of germany, pushing the wehrmacht into a disorganized retreat and into captivity. the red army marched into berlin on april 30, 1945.
the russians no longer attacked berlin from the east. they waited instead until the last day of the war for their advance into the city. on may 2, the fuhrer gave the order to evacuate the

chancellery and his wife and daughters were sent east to live in the safety of the wolfsschanze, hitler's new headquarters near berchtesgaden. they had time to pack some of their
valuables, including the fuhrers personal collection of paintings. but they never made it. hitler and his wife and daughter were killed, along with a number of other victims, at the crash site

of their focke-wulf fw200 condor near the obersalzberg. hitler had become suspicious of some of the ss generals and had become a target for their plots. soldiers and civilians were
watching for him and his family. they were waiting for a signal from the fuhrer to shoot. but when they saw him and his wife and child lying in their plane, the ss officers and soldiers

decided that a heroic sacrifice was needed. they fired a few shots,3 and then the plane burst into flames, and they all died in the crash. 5ec8ef588b
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